
Devil's Hole TrailDevil's Hole Trail

Enjoying         a         variety         of         different         environments,
Devil's         Hole         trail         descends         into         the         valley         below
Katoomba         via         the         Six         Foot         Track,         before         rising         up
through         the         difficult,         and         often         slippery,         Devil's
Hole.         This         is         definitely         one         of         the         more         difficult
trails         in         the         area.         Walkers         can         enjoy         great         views
from         the         top         of         the         valley         at         both         ends         of         the         walk,
as         well         as         an         extremely         pretty         creek         environment
as         the         track         passes         through         Nellie's         Glen.
Blue         Mountains         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

7         km
3         hrs         30         mins
572         m
One         way
Route:         Unmanaged
1.7         km         SSW         of         Katoomba
bus         car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start the start of this walk:-33.7138,150.2925 & for the end:-33.7225,150.2892
This walk passes through a remote area and sections have no visible track. At least one person in your group should have training and experience in off

track walking and navigation. Even with these notes and a GPS these extra skills and equipment are required.

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

Int of Farnells Rd and Cliff Track to Intersection of Cliff Track and Therabulat Lookout Track  0.2km 5 mins 
 (From S) From the intersection of Farnells Rd and the bush track marked by the signpost saying 'Cliff Track'
(approximately 30m west of the end of Stuarts Rd), this walk heads north down the bush track until coming to an
intersection with another bush track. This corner is marked by a large cairn and an orange banner wrapped around the
tree on the corner.  

Intersection of Cliff Track and Therabulat Lookout Track to Therabulat Lookout  0.1km 5 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 0.23 km) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk heads west along the bush track until coming to a lookout over
the valley, which has great views to the south and south-west. Railings have been installed at this lookout. 
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then turn sharp left to continue along this walk.)  

Intersection of Cliff Track and Therabulat Lookout Track to Int of Cliff Track and Norths Lookout Trail  0.8km 25
mins 
 (From 0.23 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads south-east along the flat bush track. As the
walk turns to the west and crosses a small creek using a bridge, the track begins to climb steadily around the side of the
hill. This continues until reaching an intersection with a wide track, marked by a signpost saying 'Bonnie Doon Fauna
Study Being Conducted at this Site'.  
Int of 6 Foot Track and Norths Lookout Trail to Norths Lookout  0.1km 2 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 1.02 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the track downhill towards the open views. After about
50m the track comes to the fenced and signposted 'Norths Lookout' with great views over Nellie's Glen and into the
valley.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then continue straight to continue along this walk.)  

Int of Cliff Track and Norths Lookout Trail to Int of 6 Foot Track and Norths Lookout Trail  0.1km 4 mins 
 (From 1.02 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the clear track gently uphill, keeping the main views to
your left. The track leads up a series of timber steps for just shy of 150m to then head through a gap in large metal gate.
Here the track leads to a clear three way intersection with a wide management trail marked with several 'Six Foot Track'
signposts.  
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Devil's Hole TrailDevil's Hole Trail

Int of Six Foot Track and Norths Lookout Trail to Int at Lower Nellies Glen  1.6km 40 mins 
 (From 1.17 km) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Six Foot Track' sign, fairly steeply down the
management trail past the 'Nellies Glen' metal plaque and, about 10m later, past the timber 'Nellies Glen' sign. After
another 80m, the trail narrows and this walk turns left to head through the green timber chicane with the 'Caution - Steep
Decent' and 'Pedestrian Access only' signs. As the sign suggests, this walk now leads steeply down the Nellies Glen
canyon steps for about 300m, passing alongside the tall rock walls and crossing the usually small creek a few times
before bending distinctly left to cross below a small set of falls (below the main Bonnie Doon Falls). Here the track mostly
flattens out and leads along the side of the gully for another 400m to pass a 'Blue Mountains National Park' sign, then
just over 100m later, passes another sign marking the lower end of 'Nellies Glen'. About 600m after this sign, the track
bends to cross a narrow gully then leads up to a small clearing at the northern end of the wide Nellies Glen trail.  

Int at Lower Nellies Glen to Int of Nellies Glen Rd Trail and Devils Hole Trail  2km 35 mins 
 (From 2.79 km) Veer left: From the clearing, this walk follows the wide trail gently downhill while keeping the valley to
your right. The trail leads generally downhill through the scribbly gum forest for about 1.4km to then cross the culverted
Devils Hole Creek - just past the creek is an unused concrete pipe with wild bee hives inside. This walk continues along
the trail for another 500m to an intersection with the Devils Hole Trail (on your left), marked a 'Six Foot Track' and a
'Ladders have been removed' sign.  

Int of 6 Ft Track and Devil's Hole Servicetrail to Int of Devil's Hole Bushtrack and Cliff Rd  2.2km 1 Hrs 15 mins 
 (From 4.77 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk initially heads east along the lesser management trail (that is,
away from the more major road), soon passing a green building on the left. The trail rises gradually, with some very short
sections where it is quite steep. This continues for approximately 850m, until reaching an intersection with a bush track
on the left. This is usually marked by a large cairn on the corner. The track turns left here, travelling along the track
heading north. Soon, the track crosses Devils Hole Creek and after this gradually turns to the north-east. As the track get
closer and closer to the cliffs, it becomes steeper and steeper. Once near the top, the walk follows the markers nailed
onto the trees next to the track, as well as the small cairns. (If you don't follow these, you will go too far and come to a
small waterfall.) The track climbs up steeply to the north through a gap in the cliffs (this gap is not really visible from
below the cliffs). Once emerging from the gap, the trail becomes better managed and much more defined. It then winds
further north-east until coming to an intersection with Cliff Rd. There are great views over the Megalong Valley leading up
to here.  

 A         list         of         paper         topographical         maps         that         cover         this         walk
Six Foot Track 1:50 000 Map Series
 Katoomba 1:25 000 Map Series
 Katoomba 1:100 000 Map Series

 Nearby         outdoor         and         camping         stores
Summit Gear 80- Bathurst Rd Katoomba (02) 4782 3018
Paddy Pallin 166 Katoomba St Katoomba (02) 4782 4466
Simdra Pet & Hobby Mart 45 Main St Lithgow (02) 6352 4422
Lithgow 4WD Centre 281 Main St Lithgow (02) 6353 1899
Summit Gear 11 Ross St Glenbrook (02) 4739 4373
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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